In an effort for peace

US supports Egyptian position

WASHINGTON (AP) - The United States, in its drive to break the deadlock in Mideast peace treaty negotiations, is supporting key Egyptian demands in the dispute with Israel, diplomatic sources said yesterday.

Specifically, the sources said the Carter administration agrees with Egypt that a one-year timetable be set for establishing Palestinian civil autonomy in Israeli-held territories. Under the U.S. proposals, Egyptian President Anwar Sadat and Israeli Prime Minister Menachem Begin would agree to the timetable in an exchange of letters that would be part of the treaty package.

The sources, insisting on anonymity, said the Carter administration also supports the Egyptian position that the treaty with Israel should not have priority over Egypt's military ties with other Arab countries.

Sadat has demanded the Palestinian timetable. He also has insisted on revision of a treaty provision that gives peace with Israel precedence over Egypt's promise to aid other Arab countries if they are attacked by Israel.

The U.S. formula, presented by the two sides by Secretary of State Cyrus R. Vance last week at Camp David under tight secrecy, provides that Egypt and Israel reserve their rights to act in collective self-defense. Treaty terms agreed to last fall by Egyptian and Israeli negotiators gave peace with Egypt's military ties with other Arab countries priority over the two countries' precedence over the Arab defense pacts.

Sadat later requested that the treaty be revised. He also has long insisted on a timetable for Palestinian autonomy, Israeli objects to both demands.

Begin, who arrives this evening for critical talks with President Carter, does not want the treaty linked to the Palestinian issue.

Also, Begin wants peace between Cairo and Jerusalem to have priority over other Egyptian-Palestinian pacts.

He added that if it was necessary for Hesburgh to make the decision, he would probably support the students' decision anyway.

"Hesburgh's main concern was that the students would be given the opportunity to present a well-informed, intelligent decision," the Carter administration source said.

Commenting on the effectiveness of the boycott, Van Wolvlear explained that since Nes­cile boycott rests on Van Wolvlear's vote

by Pat Mangan

Staff Reporter

After more than a year-long struggle and an overwhelming 72 percent vote in favor of boycotting the Nestle Co., the University of Notre Dame student body yesterday set its sights on the next year's problems.

American University President Frank J. DuBard, co-ordinator of the Boycott for Peace Committee, told the student body that it should be prepared to submit a comprehensive list of Nestle products to the boycott at home.

When the boycott is implemented, serious problems could arise for operations under the University Student Union. DuBard said that if the boycott is severe enough it could prevent the students from carrying on the boycott at home.

Although the water presented problems for some people, the true student continued undetered. (Photo by Dave Rambach)
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**News in brief**

**Chavez urges boycott of Chiquita bananas**

EL CENTRO, Calif. (AP) - United Farm Workers leader Cesar Chavez has called for a national boycott against Chiquita brand bananas in an apparent move to pressure Chiquita's parent company, United Brands Co., into meeting the striking union's wage demands. United Brands owns Suncoast Fruit Co., a major Chiquita importer.

Negotiations with growers, a bargaining committee were to resume yesterday for the first time since last Thursday. Chavez said. However, he added that the UFW's position won't be rearranged, that's playing games. The growers have refused to lodge from their basic three-year, seven percent per year wage increase offer.

The UFW is demanding a 40 percent increase in one year.

**Packaging plant collapses, causing several injuries**

NOBLESVILLE, Ind. (AP) A partially completed addition to a frozen food packaging plant collapsed "like dominoes," yesterday, killing one man and injuring four others.

Authorities said. One of the injured workers, who was not identified, was reported in surgery at a hospital. The other three, including one who was trapped in the rubble more than an hour, were treated for minor injuries and released. Cause of the incident was under investigation. Plant manager Allen Clink said steel beams shifted about 11:10 a.m., causing the roof of the concrete block structure to cave in and sending tons of concrete and steel tumbling to the ground.

**Earthquake shakes Alaska**

ANCHORAGE, Alaska (AP) - A strong earthquake shook an area from Juneau, the Alaskan capital, to Anchorage yesterday, but there were no immediate reports of damage. The National Earthquake Information Service of the U.S. Geological Survey, however, said the quake registered 7.5 to 8.0 on the Richter scale. The Palmer-Tussock area, about 100 miles northwest of Yakutat, a seismologist with the Geophysical Institute at the University of Alaska's Fairbanks campus, Steve Estes, described the quake as a "very strong, major earthquake."

**Solar Cycle goes 30 MPH**

LOS ANGELES (AP) - It may not go vroom-vroom, but Jeff Dunas's Solar Cycle does hit the road. The odd-looking, bucket-seated contraption "is like an electric kayak," he said Tuesday. "Once you're in it, it's like sitting in a car with a 30-mph fuse."

**Weather**

A 50 percent chance of snow, rain and sleet, ending today. Highs in the upper 20s. Partly cloudy tonight and tomorrow. Lows tonight in the upper 20s to the low 30s. Highs tomorrow in the low to mid 40s.

**Campus**

5 pm - DINNER* for all French students and professors sponsored by SMC french dept., WEDGE ROOM* SMC DINING HALL

7 & 10 pm - FILM* "the godfather," ENGR. AUD.

7 pm - LECTURE* "the meaning of life," fr. john gallen, s.j., sponsored by the Howard hall religious commission, SMC DINE HALL

7:30 pm - AMERICAN SCENE CULTURAL SERIES "the affects of child abuse on the developing child," ray e. heller, m.d., mich. st. u., CARROL HALL-SMC

8 pm - LECTURE* "west african experience & presentation," williams on trial nd senior, sponsored by student activities office, LIB. AUD.

8 pm - LECTURE* "when Hitler was winning," prof. John hooks, chestnut hill college, sponsored by dep. of history, GALVIN AUD.

8:30 pm - HOCKEY* nd vs Wisconsin at madison

9:30 pm - SOPH. LITERARY FESTIVAL NIGHT, Nazz

**Awards reach $200,000**

ND receives research funds of Leland laboratory $17,485 from the General Motors Technical Center for studies of dust collection by fabric filters in an electrostatic field by Teoman Ariman, associate professor of aerospace and mechanical engineering, and Stuart T. McComas, professor of aerospace and mechanical engineering.

$12,500 from the Cancer Society of St. Joseph County for studies on a new treatment agent for metastatic cancer by Pollard.

$2,000 from Miles Laboratories, Inc., for care and maintenance of germ-free animals for research in Leland laboratory, directed by Pollard.

The U.S. Office of Education has awarded $5,965 for a College Library Resources Program to Robert C. Miller, director of Notre Dame's Memorial Library.
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Iranian leftists capture US monitoring station

TEHRAN, Iran (AP) - Radio Iran reported last night that leftist militiamen have taken over one of a series of monitoring stations set up by the United States through the Iranian ambassador's embassy.

The vaguer report said only that the station was being approved "recently" and did not mention the fate of the station's staff. There were reports in Tehran that about 20 Americans and Iran police had been seized by the leftist militiamen.

A U.S. Embassy source did not deny the report and said late last night the embassy "might have a statement later. The source did not confirm the report that the station staff had been seized.

The radio said the station was located at Kakhian, about 25 miles northeast of Mashad near Iran's northeastern border with the Soviet Union. The Tehran newspaper Kayhan Internationa "also carried the report and said U.S. military authorities had managed to restore some of the monitoring equipment after it was seized.

Iranian government authori were not available for comment.

In a move to gain maximum benefit from the nation's r iches, the government announced yesterday it intends to create a consortium of middlemen responsible for marketing most of the country's oil.

Hassan Naqsh, new head of the National Iranian Oil Co., told AP-Iraq, the world's No. 2 petroleum exporter, and Mexico joined Saudi Arabia yesterday in refusing to take advantage of the high price in Iran of its oil production. Iran said it will resume exports and auction its oil only if it receives fair price increases, it is opposed to the highest bid and its oil production is in the interest of the nation.

In Washington, President Carter said in a broadcast news conference that "the situation with supply and pricing is serious, but not critical." The Carter administration made public its new plans to limit gasoline use through possible rationing and other conservation measures. But, Carter said, "We don't have a plan yet to implement any of those measures.

The conservation plans, which will be sent to Congress today, which could be used only in an emergency, include a voluntary cut of 5 million sales per week, and cutting unnecessary advertising lighting.

In Baghdad, Tareh Abdul Karim, Iraq's petroleum minister, said that while his government is against freezing oil prices in normal conditions and seeks fair price increases, it is opposed to the highest bid and its oil production is in the interest of the nation.

Iraq supplies about 4.9 percent of the non-communist world's oil. It is a member of the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries.

And Mexico, which is not an OPEC member, is becoming a major oil producer, and it would not match the independent OPEC increases.

We are maintaining our concern and the prices specified in the treaty are the average price for Mexico's export production for this year and has already been sold. Juan Aliparte, a spokesman for Pemex, the Mexican national oil company, said in Mexico City.

Carter says several nations have raised their crude oil prices five to ten percent above that level, but, he added, that the U.S. government is against freezing oil prices in normal conditions and seeks fair price increases, it is opposed to the highest bid and its oil production is in the interest of the nation.

Several nations have raised their crude oil prices five to ten percent above that level, but, he added, that the U.S. government is against freezing oil prices in normal conditions and seeks fair price increases, it is opposed to the highest bid and its oil production is in the interest of the nation.

In addition, the Venezuelans have added 15 percent to the price of heavy fuel oil exported, primarily to the U.S. East Coast.

Mobil Corp., the nation's second largest oil company, said Tuesday it would limit gasoline sales to dealers in March to the same amounts as last year. Also in short supply is jet fuel with Trans World Airlines and National Airlines canceling some flights Tuesday.

United States and China establish complete diplomatic relations

WASHINGTON (AP) - The United States and China completed the process of establishing full diplomatic relations today with a two-side deal divided over the wisdom of China's 11-day-old invasion of Vietnam.

The Chinese liaison office here will become the Chinese Embassy during an early afternoon flag raising here, the Chinese Ambassador Chai Tse-Min will preside.

In Peking, Treasury Secretary W. Michael Blumenthal will represent President Carter at a similar ceremony marking the elevation of the American there to full embassy status.

The events will be carried out with a minimum of fanfare, consistent with the more tense tone of Chinese-American relations since the visit of Chinese Vice Premier Teng Hsiao-ping just a month ago.

China's decision to invade Vietnam was strongly protested by the United States and has generated fears that the conflict could spread.

The Soviet Union has expressed its opposition of the United States, the Soviet Union has indicated it believes Peking acted with no indication the situation will change.

At the State Department, Leon­ard Woodcock, chief of the U.S. liaison mission in Peking to the past two years, was sworn in as ambassador to China. He said he hoped both countries would maintain a stable East Asia, and use their new relationship to "build a stable East Asia."

On Jan. 1, the two countries extended diplomatic recogni­tion to each other and the United States severed official ties with the Republic of China on Taiwan.

Taiwan and the United States, however, will continue trade, cultural and economic relations on an unofficial basis through private agencies which will open in Washington and Taipei.

The U.S. agency will be called the American Institute on Taiwan. Its Taiwan counterpart will be the Coordination Council for the Republic of China Affairs.

The two entities were scheduled to open simultaneously today, but the opening of the American agency will be postponed because Congress has yet to provide funding.

President Carter said Tuesday the United States has expressed to China "its very firm dis­approval" of China's invasion but added that this should not stand in the way of the normal­ization process.
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Saint Mary's had been invited to the Intercollegiate Business Game sponsored at Emory University in Atlanta, GA. It was one of 24 colleges and universities from across the country to participate, according to James Zwerneman, chairman of the Business and Economics Department.

The Intercollegiate Business Game is a simulated situation in corporate management. This year's simulated industry manufactured art works, like those that appear in models, according to Cathy Barker, a team member and senior business major.

The Saint Mary's team was composed of three other senior business majors—Ann Gier, Alice Luiz and Karen Valente. The team placed second in its division for over 9% case presentation in the final competition, the game is centered around four major industries which are divided into six firms. Each school's team is assigned a firm, and its team must devise a three-year program to manage the firm. The Saint Mary's team's project was Studio Five Inc.

The team receives the firm's previous 18 months' business statistics to analyze, and based on this, begins making decisions to run "its" firm. Every Tuesday, the women sent in their case analysis to the judges. The judges were MBA students from Emory and previous Crossroaders will be present at the lecture and available to answer questions.

Shibles foresees energy cutbacks caused by oil shortages

(AP) - While American oil companies insist they can handle the current fuel supply squeeze without government intervention, Energy Secretary James R. Shibles said yesterday that the government may have to force service stations to close on weekends by this summer.

Shibles also warned of possible mandatory temperature controls in public buildings and a gallon unleaded gasoline "within a year or so."

But Shibles told the Senate Energy Committee that "there is no immediate need" to take these steps, once the supply squeeze caused by the shortages of Iranian production begins to become more serious.

On Tuesday, OPEC gave official approval yesterday to separate oil price boosts by several members of the cartel—Kuwait, Libya, Qatar and the United Arab Emirates. Other nations, including OPEC giants Saudi Arabia and Iraq, said they will not raise prices until the next scheduled increase April 1.

More oil companies took steps yesterday to keep gasoline and crude oil supplies adequate through voluntary allocation agreements.

Mobil Corp., the nation's second largest oil company, said yesterday it was cutting 9% percent sales of crude oil to refiners for the remainder of March.

Fr. Theodore M. Hesburgh was present at the lecture and previous Crossroaders will be available to answer questions. The program was sponsored by "Operation Crossroads Africa," a New York City-based volunteer organization, which U.S. Ambassador Andrew Young has praised for its volunteer efforts and effectiveness in "shaping the policies of Africa toward the United States."

Tracy speaks on African culture

William Tracy will discuss his experiences in West Africa while participating in a cross-cultural exchange program tonight at 8 p.m. in the Library Auditorium. The program was sponsored by the Black Cultural Arts Festival.
Professor O'Leary's letter: 'A Justice Festival' of Thursday, Feb. 26, certainly struck the right chord, as did the observations of all who might have called the 'right church but the wrong pew.'

Accordingly, in dealing with the "Justice" topic, O'Leary is skipping across mined land, and we must venture into the unmentionable "negative" (mis)fortune. It would be perceived to be an abler and sounder. It is therefore clear that this is reasonable and sound. It is my opinion that this has shown that the students of Notre Dame

want nothing new in their Student Government; common sense. The kind of common sense that makes government understandable and responsive to the public it serves.

For example, Student Body President spoke about organizing students around the issue of Off-Campus Representation. I want to think that a favorable change to this issue for proving to me that I am not wrong in saying that a democratic form of government can work and it is very much alive.

Not only has this vote of 97.7% in favor of this amendment proven that students are concerned about their fellow students, but also that the voice of the student body is loud and clear when the issue is reasonable and sound. It is my opinion that this has shown that the students of Notre Dame

are not only capable of knowing and comprehending, but that they can and do express their views and concerns. The Student Body President's statement on this issue has been received, and I sincerely wish to support that this amendment prove itself worthy of the tremendous degree of interest that Notre Dame has given it. I see it not as an amendment for off-campus students alone, but as a stronger, more unified, solid body.

Leslie M. Malander
Member Off-Campus Commission

Hegelslights students

Dear Editor:

The next time President Hegel submits his annual resignation, I propose that it be accepted. He has lost interest in the students. His busy schedule of outside activities is not used as an excuse to slight the student body of his precious University. As of late, his busy schedule seems to have decreased his ability to communicate. His latest communications have the flavor of a politician in the presence of a bloviating bubble. Yet, if Fr. Hegel's position is as a world leader makes him an asset to the University, he could be named interim Dean of Notre Dame. This would make it possible to have an acting president without a break in continuity.

John Doe

I would like to follow up Gary Luchini's letter about the "Right church but the wrong pew" fee with some additional information. As a freshman, I was really unsure of this fee being imposed. When I was asked by an R.A. to sign a list in the Housing Office of Student Housing, I would know who to bill, I was unsure of what to do. I really wanted to investigate why the charge was being made and if the University was even legal.

My research has provided many interesting facts. First, anyone reading the housing contract will notice that there is no provision for the fee. The only direct references to any charges are for hall moves, room damage or cancelling of the fee by the student. There is, however, a reference to "all rules and regulations in the Student Manual." But interestingly, there is no publication by the University entitled Student Manual.

Furthermore, the $30 amount. I contacted a representative of the Indiana and Michigan Electric Company who researched the question for me. He determined that the $30 is the actual cost for the academic year and between $29 and $31, depending on the size and make of the refrigerator. These figures also vary widely, as they vary based on the number of kilowatt hours. The University pays more for this amount than it receives from I. & M. and in addition supplements what they purchase by other plans, thus providing for a lower cost per kwhr.

After obtaining this data, I contacted Mr. Edmund Price, Director of Student Housing. When questioned about the fee in the housing contract, he offered no explanation other than, "It's been that way so long." As far as I know, the University has made the decision that the fee could not be charged, and continued to ask him why there was no mention of the fee. The reason which he gave was that it must be explained to the student. Hopefully it wouldn't become an issue, but if it should, it should not even stop short of the University if it is warranted. As I heard someone say many times, "If the student's voice is heard, he is the time for this to happen.""
Dear Friend,

Here is Saturday night and we were just back from a party for our friend] good just to sit and do nothing for an hour that we had to halt and the plane came in a weekend night after days being away in the dunes, we talked and planned and laughed and thought about the year ahead.

The year ahead of us is with a program called Holy Cross Associates. (We are the first group to have claimed that title.) Well, actually, there is an expressed need for a youth group in Oregon whose work is far different from the usual. Our work here puts us in the heart of the "Burnside area" which has now become the community organizer with Oregon Fair Share, a statewide citizens' action and neighborhood (which has now become a pseudo-intellectual. Besides, what he says is the least bit of reason from the veritable truths for the enlightenment of the reader. Hence, you will be able to tell it without the need of a creating many to say there is no God, many to say there is a God, but he never said it in a pleasant surprise for Taiwan when I announced what I had done for them. In conclusion, it is necessary to bark back. The best description of my job is "the real world" and the work is of every vocation. The best black eyes you have ever seen. Val is the teacher in the family. She performs for various youth groups. On Sundays, she is in nursing homes, others who act as big doses of learning and a terrific amount of laughter which we give to one another are as essential as the food we eat. It is also a time to think about the larger picture, the values of faith, service, and simple living. It is also a time to think about our own life and how we disagree with your own. The best key to success is to sit at home with friends on a Saturday night and watch the fire die down. Is our time in Portland just a year's experience in commitment and community? To sit at home with friends on a Saturday night and watch the fire die down is the best key to success. Is our time in Portland just a year's experience in commitment and community? To sit at home with friends on a Saturday night and watch the fire die down is the best key to success.

Dear Friend,

Mr. Carter began the press conference with the statement that he was reserving judgment on that issue at present is the dogs who chase our house who did not attend school in South Bend, Indiana. On the weekend of the next month in the 'Burnside area' which has now become the community school is in a poverty area of the city. Steve rides his bike eight miles to the nearest Alcoholics Anonymous meeting. Steve is also a representative on a network of agencies which is attempting to deal with the least bit of reason from the veritable truths for the enlightenment of the reader. Hence, you will be able to tell it without the need of a creating many to say there is no God, many to say there is a God, but he never said it in a pleasant surprise for Taiwan when I announced what I had done for them. In conclusion, it is necessary to bark back. The best description of my job is "the real world" and the work is of every vocation. The best black eyes you have ever seen. Val is the teacher in the family. She performs for various youth groups. On Sundays, she is in nursing homes, others who act as big doses of learning and a terrific amount of laughter which we give to one another are as essential as the food we eat. It is also a time to think about the larger picture, the values of faith, service, and simple living. It is also a time to think about our own life and how we disagree with your own. The best key to success is to sit at home with friends on a Saturday night and watch the fire die down is the best key to success.
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The International Circus Festival of Monte Carlo is an annual event that has generated international attention during its 57-year history. Held each December, the festival has been renamed Circus World Festival, held each December, has been renamed Circus World Festival. Its main draw is the world's most unusual and exciting entertainment award event, the International Circus Festival of Monte Carlo. The festival has been comparable in professional stature to the Oscars and the Emmys and is a competition of Circus artists in the world, each an invited participant at the prestigious International Circus Festival of Monte Carlo.
Cheerleaders name new captains, Muething remains as leprechaun

by Ellen Dauber

The Notre Dame cheerleaders have announced the selection of sophomore Amy Olin and junior Steve Muething as captains for the 1979-80 season.

On Sunday, April 1, they will begin the recruiting season for try-outs for next year's squad. Any Notre Dame student is eligible to try out. Because current squad members are not guaranteed a position and must re-audition, there are six spots open for men and five for women. According to a squad quota, at least one of these positions must be filled by a black student.

Muething, who served as the leprechaun this year, will keep that position next season, so there will be no auditions for leprechaun.

There will be a mandatory informational meeting on March 7 for all students interested in trying out. During the week of April 1, there will be alternate days of instruction and audition, with the first cut on Monday, April 2, and final cuts on Friday, April 6.

During the days of instruction, the prospective cheerleaders will be taught cheers and choreography. The following day, they will be judged on their performance of these skills. Possible judges include cheerleaders from other colleges and professionals, but no members of the squad will be involved.

Squad candidates will be judged on partner stunts, gymnastics, and various ability to lead the crowd. Dancing ability also will be a factor in women's auditions.

Both Olin and Muething stressed "individual talent and spirit" as qualifications for which the judges will be looking, adding that they want "students who really want to lead the crowd."

His performance is not the only criterion for the selection. Before the final cut, retrievable materials will be interviewed by a panel of judges. After the selection, those who are selected will be invited to continue with the squad.

Muething hopes for a large turnout at the try-outs, urging students "not to be afraid to try out. We're interested in getting the best to represent Notre Dame and the school."
The Observer
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The Budweiser
Ski Sweater
[Top drawer all the way!]
Presenting the official, red Budweiser Ski Sweater. A warm, soft, washable 100% Orlon acrylic creation that looks and feels like a million bucks. But it’s just $30.00 postpaid!

I want to buy a Budweiser Ski Sweater.
Enclosed is $30.00 (check or money order) for each Budweiser Ski Sweater indicated below.
Mock turtle neck only style available.
(Texas and Florida residents add applicable sales tax.)
S (36-38) □ M (40-42) □ L (44) □ XL (46) □

NAME __________________________________________________________
ADDRESS   _________________________________
CITY/STATE _____________________________________________ZIP

(Allow 4 weeks for delivery. Void where prohibited by law.)
The Observer

The Daily Crossword

ACROSS
1 Spanish inn
7 Hebrew month
11 Cheerleader's yell
14 First game
15 High dive
16 Green letter
17 Sci-Fi writer
18 Fink
20 Unfresh
21 "Trinity" letter
23 Mass. town
26 Flightless bird
27 Wings

A CRoss = 13 18 20 34
C Ross = 15 66 67 79
D R eeper = 18 65 76 77
D R um = 15 23 24 26
E Cr oss = 18 63 75 76
E v er = 15 23 24 26
F ork = 18 63 75 76
F ill = 15 23 24 26
F ink = 18 63 75 76
F urnace = 15 23 24 26
G ame = 18 63 75 76
G reen = 15 23 24 26
H ebrew = 18 63 75 76
H igh dive = 15 23 24 26
I dea = 18 63 75 76
I nterstate = 15 23 24 26
J acques = 18 63 75 76
K erry = 15 23 24 26
L eg = 18 63 75 76
M adison = 15 23 24 26
M onth = 18 63 75 76
N ative = 15 23 24 26
O f fice = 18 63 75 76
P ifer = 15 23 24 26
R eal Estate = 18 63 75 76
S cience = 15 23 24 26
S tory = 18 63 75 76
T rap = 15 23 24 26
U nion = 18 63 75 76
V ocal = 15 23 24 26
W ight = 18 63 75 76

DOWN
1 Countless
2 Goddess of the harvest
3 Empty bivalve
4 Novelist
5 Transferable design
6 Russian see
7 "Exodus" character
8 Hesse novel
9 Greek marketplace
10 Dream. tr.
11 Used car
tape
12 Having no synonyms
13 English composer
14 Lyrics
15 Paris sister
16 Greek
22 Turner
23 Basics
24 Praim's forrest
25 Sci-Fi writer
26 Meat
27 Ship's
28 Joces
29 Harbinger
30 Ceremony
31 Slide-sha
32 Neighbor of Ga
33 Michigan State
34 Word part
35 Mrs. Harper
36 Billet-doux writer
37 Louisiana
38 Rodent
39 Once upon a time
40 Supersize writer
41 Billionaire
42 Sherman
43 Bells
44 Spanish palace
45 Lie down
46 Underwater
47 Horse king
48 Stay with
49 Force
50 Slanted
51 Verse form
52 Nobel's
53 Inventor
54 Billet doux
55 Rothschild
56 Sci-Fi writer
57 Street
58 Suit to
59 Ship's
60 Alpaca
61 Asop, to
goose
62 Spanish palace
63 Lies down
64 Spanish palace
65 Lies down
66 Nobel's
67 Science
68 Metal waste
69 Painter
70 Paul
71 Presbyterian
72 Turner
73 Pieces
74 Carpenter's tool
75 Aliveness
76 Inclusive
77 After
78 Certain year
79 Reynolds
80 Well-known
81 Fidel
82 Way
83 Harlequin
84 More drab
85 Growing out of
86 Solvent
87 Solvent
88 Garden
89 Pieces
90 Old style
91 Restoration
92 Robert
93 Maria
94 Python
95 Orchestra
96 Mr. Duke
97 H.R.A.
98 The Saint Mary's team as
continued from page 4

DOONESBURY
by Garry Trudeau

IF YOU'D LIKE TO TAKE THE SCRAMBLES, CALL 268-0206 FROM 11AM TO 5PM 7PM TO 11PM
LOWER PRICES THAN TOWN!

Fox's
DIRECT DIAMOND IMPORTERS
JEWELERS SINCE 1917
Town & Country and Concord Mall,
10-9 Blackmond's, daily, 9:30-5
Special 15% Discount On
Merchandise To Notre Dame
& St. Mary's Students.

Meeting of all members of
Toronto Exchange
Tonite - 7:00pm

LaFortune
Ballroom

Michael Molinelli

College Graduates
Don't Take Chances With Your Paralegal Career - Not All Lawyer's Assistant Programs Are the Same

A Roosevelt University Lawyer's Assistant represents the mark of quality and acceptance in today's legal community.

If you are a college graduate and qualify, why not give yourself an advantage by attending Roosevelt University's Lawyer's Assistant Program which is fully accredited by the American Bar Association.

Since the Fall of 1974, 1,250 graduates representing over 230 colleges and universities have chosen Roosevelt's Lawyer's Assistant Program for their career training. Specialize in: Corporations - Estates, Trusts and Wills - Litigation - Real Estate and Mortgages - Employee Benefit Plans - or become a Generalist.

Over 325 law firms, banks, corporations and governmental agencies throughout the United States have hired Roosevelt graduates.

* evening program only

SESSIONS
- Spring Day/February 12 - May 4, 1979
- Spring Evening/March 13 - August 29, 1979
- Summer Day/June 11 - August 31, 1979
- Fall Day/September 24 - December 17, 1979
- Fall Evening/September 11, 1979 - March 1, 1980

[continued from page 4]

The Saint Mary's team as
continued from page 4

[continued from page 12]

...Salimando

by Garry Trudeau

A Warm Welcome
Mr. Duke, the University President, said, "I am so happy to be able to welcome all of you."[continued on page 11]

DOONESBURY
by Garry Trudeau

[continued from page 12]

Salimando explains: "So fencing in matches almost seemed easy since I had faced the toughest competition already in practice."

While the Irish and Salimando

...SMC
Miss some of last weekend's Notre Dame's captain in the foil have been successful so far, the tough part has only just begun against Wayne State (who ND t

The Observer
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Noisy

...Samlando

...Vietnam

(continued from page 10)

need ride to Chicago. March 2. Call Duty 4-5-1-835.

need ride to Cleveland. Friday afternoon, and return Sunday. Will share driving and expenses. Please call Karen 4-1-2002.

My bud can and I need a ride to Logan Center on March 15th. Available to Chicago around 12 noon the same day. Please call Karen 4-1-2002.

WANTED

OverSEAS JUBB Summer round European, America, Australia, Asia. Etc. Please 300.00 au paid. Must speak English, and a good time is guaranteed. Call 65-75-10-01. Volunteers needed at 1:45 a.m. Saturday, March 9th, to help solve time and place of the Interval side and National championship tournament to be held at the C.T.C. Help the kids in the basketball tournament! Have good fun and gain great experience.

Wanted: Ride to Buffalo or Niagara Falls for Spring break. Will share in all expenses. Call Karen 4-1-2002.

Need to ride to Cleveland 2nd or share expenses Call Karen 4-1-2002. Need to ride to Minny or Florida for Spring break. Call Karen 4-1-2002.

Wanted: Ride to Chicago. Will share expenses. Call Adrienne 1-2-12-83.


Need to ride to Detroit. Must on March 3 and ride back after the game of the 4th if you can help call Brian 2-01-20

CINNACITI: If you're going in that direction March 5 and coming back March 4 we'd like to go with you. Will share driving expenses and provide witty conversation. Call Moe 2-08-90 or Jean 1-24-14, so we can be there for your wedding.

Need a ride to the west coast of Florida for Spring break. Haven't got a clue where to go. Want to be there before March 20. #7662 or #4603 PLEASE! 189-1572.


He may be a broken hearted little dude but he's got to help people in the Bengals Robertson Centre's little dude is coming to the Bengals

After two more years and bonds to the 2nd Mile and Carl Dilan residents say a virgin keg is coming to the campus. Standing until midnight...

Mr. Adolp HINOJOSA-Vargas. Author of Black Socrates. Black Socrates' hair is growing back in.

Attention: friends of The Last Resort, party site. F.P.O. by Don. Thursday night, March 7th...

SOMETHING ELSE like this. A virgin keg is coming to the campus. Standing until midnight...

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! I hope you stay a virgin all your life.

You've got a virgin keg to enjoy. We'll be there before the 20th. #7662 or #4603 PLEASE! 189-1572.

...Vietnam

Blumennan's meeting with Hua marked the third time he has met with the Chinese premier during the three major functions held so far during this year's trade and economy conference.

Reliable analysts in Bangkok said the provincial capital of Lang Son had not fallen to the Chinese. They said Vietnamese armed forces have evacuated from the city, located on a vital highway link from Hanoi, north of the capital and eleven miles south of the border.
Sports
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**Rich Branning**

A picture of concentration, will concentrate on getting back on his game this weekend against DePaul and Michigan. [Photo by John Macar]

**AP names All-Americans**

NEW YORK (AP) - Indiana State's high-scoring forward Larry Bird is among the five college basketball stars named to the Associated Press All-America team. The 6-9 Bird is on the first team for the second straight year.

Joining him as a first-teamer is David Greenwood, the 6-9 forward from Gary Cunningham's UCLA Bruins. In addition to Bird and Greenwood, two other seniors made the top five in a vote of AP sports writers. They are Bill Williams of Rhode Island and Roy Kelser from the University of San Francisco and guard Vinnie Johnson from the University of Notre Dame. Although not a household name, Salimando is not your average college basketball star.

By Ray O'Brien

Sports Editor

Big 10 race

up for grabs

**Steve Salimando**

By Ray O'Brien

Sports Editor

Who is Steve "Spanky" Salimando? No, he is not a childhood movie star. No, he is not a newly signed basketball or football recruit. No, he is not the new manager of "The Deli." Salimando is the co-captain of a team that has not lost since he arrived at Du Lac four years ago. This team has recorded 102 straight dual wins and is a two-time defending NCAA national champion.

Yes, he is another in a long line of unheralded fencers at Notre Dame. Although not a household name, Salimando is one of several fencers that have stepped into the limelight this year replacing last year's standouts.

Salimando jumped into big shoes as the successor to National Champion Pat Gerard in the foil. In addition to the pressure of following the top foilist in the country, Salimando was voted captain of a young team that many believed would not be able to match the perfect seasons of the last three years.

But 17 matches later, Salimando and the 1979 version of the Fighting Irish have proved that "inevitable" is not an under stated. Salimando, fencing in the number one foil position, has learned to handle the pressure on and off the court. His support system fill in the scoring gaps, he is still his own toughest critic.

"I've had my share of getting off to a slow start," says Branning. "I mean, I've had bad games, but this is different. It's a whole confidence thing and it's disappointing.

While Branning seems more than ready to see the other teamates fill in the scoring gaps, he is still his own toughest critic.

"I've never experienced a slump before," says Branning. "I mean, I've had bad games, but this is different. It's a whole confidence thing and it's disappointing.

"I've never experienced a slump before," says Branning. "I mean, I've had bad games, but this is different. It's a whole confidence thing and it's disappointing.

"I've never experienced a slump before," says Branning. "I mean, I've had bad games, but this is different. It's a whole confidence thing and it's disappointing.

"I've never experienced a slump before," says Branning. "I mean, I've had bad games, but this is different. It's a whole confidence thing and it's disappointing.

"I've never experienced a slump before," says Branning. "I mean, I've had bad games, but this is different. It's a whole confidence thing and it's disappointing.